Introduction
In this paper we formulate distortion theorems for quasiregular mappings (qr) in 8", n42 . These theorems hold for every point x(.8' and are of particular interest for points x near the boundary 08", unlike distortion theorems of local character; cf. [11] .
We first consider non-vanishing qr mappings of bounded degree in Theorem l, and prove as a consequence a theorem for non-vanishing and locally quasiconformal mappings in,B'. This theorem is valid for n>-3, but not for n:2. Afterwards we present a theorem for qr mappings in ,B' which omit certain sets, with applications to quasiconformal and qr maps of spherically mean l-valent.
Notation and terminology
Notation and terminology are in general as in [5] ; in particular, for x€R' we write x: Zi=txrer, where €1,...,en are the coordinate unit vectors in .R'. For a€R' and r>0 we denote B"(a,r):{r€A': lx-al-r\, B"(r):B'19,11, B":E(l), So-'(o, R) :08"(a,r), §'-1(r):å,P(r) and ,S'-r:å,P. The closure cl A, the boundary 0A and the complement lA of a set A in P are taken throughout with respect to R'. When writing f: D*R", we assume throughout that D is a domain in N,f is continuous and n>2. If AcD, /€R' and Bc.R", we define the following multiplicity (possibly infinite) functions:
The Lebesgue measure of a set AcN will be written as m,(A). Here f':(0f,l0x) 'i,i: t is the formal derivative ofl and lf'@)l denotes the supremum norm of the linear operator f'(x) and J(x,f):fls1f'(x). A mapping f: DtN is said to be quasiconformal (qc) if/is qr and injective. We denote by Kr(f), KoU) and K(f), respectively, the inner, outer, and maximal dilatation of /; see [5] . For n:2, the following better estimate holds: 
where K and K'are the complete elliptic integrals [*oa ^",,(#)l : *, therefore, using inequality (2.10) in [4, Section2.3) we obtain (4.1),.
The author wishes to thank Prof. G. Anderson In this section we apply Rickman's method [9] for finding a lower bound for the modulus of a certain family of paths in terms of multiplicity. If one lets e *0, (5.2) and (5.3) yield:
[d^lN!*'l log (RrlR) = &Ui)(Dl-'lan-r)-' [og {28(1 + r)/(1-r)}], and therefore l/(x)l = tfe)tA(+*)1 where ttt:*(n,K) rs the uniuersal radius of injectiuity for locatly K-qc mappings in 8", and C(r,n, K) is a constant which depends only on r, n, and K.
Proof. lf n>3 and f: Bn*R" is a K-quasiregular local homeomorphism, then /is injective in a ball B'(fu(n,K)), where ,lr:rlr(n,K) is a positive number depending only on n and K. The existence of r/ is asserted in l7 , 2.31and an estimate is found in [10] . It then follows that for every x€.8, the mapping flB"(*,,tr.!-lxl)) is injective. Hence r/(r) is less than the number of cubes with main diagonal 2r!t . (l-r), needed to cover E(r), and is also less than the given upper bound.
Remark. Remarks.
(i) Lemma 3 is false for n:2, as can be seen from the sequence d,, k:1,2, ... . (ii) Since any function of the form f (27:rn<">, where g(z) is analytic and g'(z)lo for lzl=1, satisfies the conditions of rheorem2, and since any such function may have an arbitrary growth it follows that Theorem2 is false for n:2.
(iii) when this paper was completed S. Rickman pointed out that the following theorem can be proved.
Theorem. Let f: B'*Å'\{0} be K-quasiregular and a local homeomorphism. Let x(B',lxl:r and suppose that lf (x)l>lf (0)
where E(n, K) is a positiue constant which depends only on n and K.
Proof. We let a, and a, be paths as in [9, Remark 4.lll, ar: [0,  [11,7.5] . f (E, F,,4) . Using U2,l0.l2l we find: (6.3) C,tos{M(r,/Yll(0)l} = M(r'), where C, : @n-z' r'* ( f' {rrn t)-b -2) to -' o4'-'. (Inf-'("(x) ):{x}) with connected complement in Å' [5, 2.9] .
The local topological index of f at a point x(G, denoted i(x,f), may be defined as (7. M(r) = MG) = M(fD = K{fi Mg).
This, in conjunction with (6.3) We obtain the lower bound from (6.4) as in Lemma2, by considering hof. For n:2, we repeat the same construction using (4. 1)' instead of (a.1) to estimate M q).
We find )t i.rrt{M(r, f)llf(o)l} = ;
.&(f) Iog {a(t +r)/(l -r)} and conclude in the same way as for n -3, and get (6.2) . Remark. For n:2 and K: 1 a similar result was obtained by other methods; cf. [3, Theorem 4.17] .
